— Designing Education for Future Generations —

Educational Vision Research Institute (EVRI) has been selected as a Promising Research Initiative for the 2017-2018 academic year in Hiroshima University for the development of a world-class Center of Excellence (COE) in education and research. As the Director of EVRI, I would like to welcome all of you to join us in this pursuit of learning. It is truly my pleasure to work with so many researchers from Japan and other parts of the world, beyond the boundaries of age and expertise.

EVRI aims to explore the possibilities of the design in education, using educational experiences as a medium to build bridges between disciplines, science and society, adults and children, children and the future, as well as between Hiroshima and the rest of the world.

Our motto is “by EVRI for everyone”. We are open to your requests and suggestions. Please stay tuned for more updates of our EVRI endeavor.

Dr. Kazuhiro KUSAHARA, Director

— Contact Us —

We are open to potential joint research and activities. EVRI welcomes collaborative projects and researches, funded/contracted researches, and lectures. Please feel free to contact us using the below contact information.
1. **EVRI proposes alternatives for education.**

With 3 Units and 6 Clusters, we design innovative education for the next generation.

**Learning Community Unit**
We design learning spaces and experiences where anyone can perform an in-depth learning at any time.

**Curriculum Study Unit**
We design curriculum that support new learning for learners and teachers.

**Education Profession Unit**
We design the framework of professionalism essential for educators and researchers to support teachers.

---

2. **EVRI promotes reconstruction in education.**

We collaborate with stakeholders to realize innovative educational designs in support of social innovation.

**Local Projects & Collaborators**
- Developed "Handbook of Lesson Improvement" and a mathematics calendar
- Professional Development for School Administrators at a Teacher Training College in Cambodia
- "COE-Creation Forum" on the Identities of Teacher Educators
- "COE-Creation Forum" on the Identities of Teacher Educators

**Global Projects & Collaborators**
- Indonesia
- Cambodia
- Egypt

---

3. **EVRI prompts interaction in education.**

We encourage the exchange of ideas among education experts to enable collaborative learning through design.

**By EVRI, For Everyone:**

Innovative Educational Design

Our motto is our mission: To achieve the realization of education that serves everyone. EVRI will focus on the future and pursue its vision of providing ideal education. With "innovative educational design", we are committed to constructing a creative learning environment and dialogue-based educational activities for all learners. Learning from good practices and inheriting worthy values and methods, EVRI is formulating theoretical models of educating and learning as well as policy and planning, with future educational vision from Hiroshima.